Martensitic Transformation, Thermal Analysis and Magnetocaloric Properties of Ni-Mn-Sn-Pd Alloys
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Abstract: Martensitic transition and magnetic response of Ni_{0.9}Pd_{1-y}Mn_{36}Sn_{1+y} (x = 0, 1, 2 and y = 0, 1) Heusler alloys were analysed. The crystalline structure of each composition was solved by X-ray diffraction pattern fitting. For x = 1 and 2, the L2₁ austenite structure is formed and, for y = 1, the crystallographic phase is a modulated martensitic structure. From differential scanning calorimetry scans, we determine characteristic transformation temperatures and the entropy/enthalpy changes. The temperatures of the structural transformation increase with the addition of Pd to replace Ni or Sn, whereas the austenitic Curie temperature remains almost unvarying. In addition, the magneto-structural transition, investigated by magnetic measurements, is adjusted by suitable Pd doping in the alloys. The peak value of the magnetic entropy changes reached 4.5 J/(kg K) for Ni_{0.9}Mn_{36}Sn_{1.5}Pd (external field: 50 kOe).
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the surveys of high-temperature shape memory alloys, so-called Heusler alloys, are gathering wide-reaching attention, because of their potential in developing new-fangled smart actuators with boosted purposeful properties. Typically, shape memory alloys (SMAs) are exploited, in bioengineering, medicine, aerospace, composites and micro electromagnetic components [1]. Some Heusler alloys display mutually ferromagnetic and shape memory properties at the same time, and both effects can be tuned by temperature, pressure and/or magnetic field. These effects are attributed to a first-order martensitic transformation through a robust magneto-structural coupling in which a cubic high-temperature parent austenite phase transforms into a low ordered martensite phase by dropping the temperature. Martensite can be modulated (atomic sites deviate in a quite periodic way) [2], the martensitic domains move and permit the creation of large macroscopic deformations in the sample. In this case, the crystalline structure remains intact (the displacement is due to domain walls). Therefore, this deformation does not require a huge amount of energy [3].

In general, transition temperatures in SMAs strongly depend on the chemical composition [4]. The transformation temperatures in these types of alloys are determined by thermal analysis and/or
Advantageous transformation entropy was isothermal to Ni–Mn–Sn transformation potential in effect. Once a magnetic field is applied, the change in magnetic entropy ($\Delta S_m$) causes the magnetocaloric effect (defined as direct MCE when the total entropy change is negative and inverse MCE when total entropy change is positive) [7]. Among several alloys showing first-order magneto-structural transformation (FOMT), giant MCE has been reported in different Ni-Mn-(Sn,In) alloys [8]. It was also well-identified that in metamagnetic systems, the inverse magnetocaloric occurring on applying isothermal magnetization and adiabatic magnetization relies on field-induced reverse martensitic transformation and the cooling stems from the latent heat of the structural transformation. This is advantageous for reaching a large magnetic entropy change at a low external field [9]. Aside from large $\Delta S_m$ values, the cooling power (RCP) is considered to be a significant parameter to evaluate the potential of refrigerant materials. Likewise, the addition of a fourth element to Ni-Mn-Sn systems is a current strategy to tune the structural–magnetic transformations and the magnetic behaviour of SMAs, enhancing the properties even though it can also modify the structure [10]. Numerous quaternary systems have been established, such as those with the addition of Cu [11], Co [12], Fe [13], W [14] or Pd [15]. The additions usually produce a shift of the transformation temperature. Thus, controlled addition is a way to tune transformations close to room temperature. Fe addition favours the diminution of the structural transformation temperature, whereas the Co or Cu addition usually provokes the increase in the temperatures, depending on what element is substituted. A parameter has been defined that influences MT temperatures—e/a (average outer electron concentration per atom) [16], which offers a suitable way to control the transition temperature. Likewise, the stoichiometry Heusler structure is $X_2YZ$ (also described as $X_2YZ$) and some articles analyse the influence on the characteristic temperatures and magnetic response of the addition of a fourth element taking into account the expected site position of this additional element, usually X or Z sites [11,15].

Concerning Pd addition, S.Y. Dong et al. have reported that the lattice parameter and the martensitic transformation temperature increases gradually in Ni$_{50-x}$Mn$_x$Sn$_{13}$Pd$_x$ with the increase in Pd content [15]. Likewise, R. Saha et al. have observed the same effect. We also observed that the replacement of Pd in Ni$_{50-x}$Pd$_x$Mn$_{36}$Sn$_{14}$ rises the refrigerant capacity (RC) near room temperature [17]. However, the predictable values of MCE parameters, such as the isothermal $\Delta S_m$ and RC, unavoidably should be validated from magnetic measurements.

In this work, we produced Ni$_{50-x}$Pd$_x$Mn$_{36}$Sn$_{14+y}$ ($x = 0, 1, 2$ and $y = 0, 1$) alloys with Pd addition to replace Ni or Sn. If compared with stoichiometry Heusler structure ($X_0Y_2Z_25$), for $x = 1, 2$ is expected that Pd substitution of Ni is performed in X sites whereas for $y = 1$ the Pd substitution of Sn in Z sites.

We aspire to interpret the impact of the addition of non-magnetic Pd element (in Ni or Sn sites of the Heusler off-stoichiometric crystallographic structure) on the magnetic structure and the phase transformation features. This will allow the control of the structural transition and the production of Ni–Mn–Sn materials with an excellent magnetic response. The influence on the crystallographic structure and transition temperatures is also studied.

2. Materials and Methods

The polycrystalline Ni$_{50-x}$Pd$_x$Mn$_{36}$Sn$_{14+y}$ ($x = 0, 1$ and $2$) and ($y = 0, 1$) alloy ingots were obtained by arc-melting in a mould from high purity Ni, Pd, Mn and Sn under Ar atmosphere, the chamber was purged (Ar, vacuum) numerous times. Then, the rounded ingots that come from this melting were re-melted three times to reduce compositional inhomogeneity. Afterwards, the bulk samples were melt-spun. Processing conditions were: 10$^{-4}$ torr vacuum, wheel 40 m s$^{-1}$ linear surface velocity. All this process takes place under a protective argon atmosphere. By this melt spinning technique, ribbon-flake samples were obtained. Additional information about processing and analysis can be found in references [3,4,11].
To determine the crystalline phase of the as-spun ribbons, we used a Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer with Cu–Kα radiation. Rietveld refinement method was applied using the Maud software [18]. The phase-transition temperatures were obtained by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) in a DSC822 Mettler–Toledo calorimeter. To perform the thermal cycling scans, we employed a cooling and heating rate of 10 K/min, under Ar atmosphere. Finally, all the thermomagnetic measurements were performed in a vibrating sample magnetometer, Quantum Design PPMS Model P525 VSM module. Zero-field-cooling (ZFC), field-cooling (FC) and field-heating (FH) measurements were performed between 10 and 400 K (external magnetic field up to 50 kOe). The magnetic entropy change was determined from isothermal magnetization measurements.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. XRD Analysis

The room temperature XRD diffraction patterns of Ni50−xPdxMn36Sn14 (x = 1 and 2; y = 1) are given in Figure 1. The XRD patterns of Ni50−xPdxMn36Sn14 (x = 1 and 2) can be indexed considering a cubic single-austenite phase with the extremely ordered L21 crystalline structure (Fm-3m space group). Thus, the martensitic transition is expected below room temperature (RT).

![Image](image-url)

**Figure 1.** X-ray diffraction (XRD) diffractograms at room temperature: (a) Ni49Mn36Sn14Pd1, (b) Ni48Mn36Sn14Pd2, and (c) Ni50Mn36Sn13Pd1.

The lattice parameters for these samples are 5.993(2) and 6.001(2) Å, for x = 1 and 2 respectively. As showed in Figure 1c, evidence is found that the (220) peak shifts to a lower angle when we increase the substitution of Ni by Pd, leading to the growth of cell volume. Figure 2 shows the enlargement of the diffraction area of the 2 2 0 reflection. Analogous behaviour was also observed in Ni50−xMn3Sn14Pdx samples [15], confirming that this effect is probably due to the substitution of larger Pd addition (1.79 Å) in previous Ni sites (1.62 Å). It is known that the characteristic martensitic start transformation temperature in Heusler samples is powerfully affected by the Mn–Mn interatomic distances [19]. Nevertheless, the detected difference in the lattice parameter a, in our work, is not
significant (around 0.008 nm), indicating that the martensitic start temperature (Ms) shift is not here linked to the change of Mn–Mn length separation. It is probably due to the e/a parameter [16]. The calculated values of e/a are 8.02 and 7.96 for $x = 1$, 2 respectively; and 8.08 for $y = 1$ alloy. Lowering e/a increases the lattice parameter and cell volume. Concerning the occupation of crystallographic sites in these types of alloys, in the case of Ni$_5$MnSn stoichiometric Heusler alloys Ni, Mn and Sn occupy specific crystallographic sites as remarked and described in reference [20]. However, in our off-stoichiometric Ni$_{5-x}$Mn$_{1+x}$Sn$_{1-x}$ composition, some Sn sites might be occupied by the excess of Mn atoms. Consequently, Mn has Mn atoms as adjacent neighbours ([110] direction). As a consequence, the Mn–Mn length separation is smaller than that of stoichiometry [12]. In the case of Ni$_{5-x}$Mn$_{2}$Sn$_{1}$Pd$_{x}$ alloys, the impact of the e/a ratio can be eliminated, as Ni and Pd are both positioned in the X position of X$_2$YZ Heusler alloys.

Figure 1c shows the XRD diffractogram of the Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{30}$Sn$_{10}$Pd$_{2}$ sample (RT). The experimental XRD pattern is well-refined with a monoclinic martensite structure (P2/b space group). The lattice parameters are $a = 4.688(2)$ Å, $b = 6.094(2)$ nm, $c = 31.593(1)$ nm and $\beta = 92.35^\circ$. This monoclinic phase has a 14 M modulation along the c direction.

![Figure 2. XRD diffraction patterns of alloys with Pd (enlargement of 2 2 0 peaks).](image)

All the diffractograms are indexed and successfully refined by applying the Rietveld refinement and the Maud software [21]. It is found a good fitting between experimental and calculated patterns, except for the maximum of some peaks. The slight discrepancy in the intensity of peaks is probably owing to the texture effect and anisotropy favoured by the rapid solidification in the melt-spinning process [22]. The goodness of fit (GOF) parameter has values in the 1.095 to 1.165 interval.

Likewise, from the XRD diffraction patterns a polycrystalline structure can be assumed. The relative intensity of the L2$_1$ reflections differs in the different samples, as an example the ratio between 4 0 0 and 4 2 2 reflections. It is well known [4] that melt-spun ribbons are polycrystalline and formed by equiaxed grains in the surface in contact with the rotating wheel and by columnar grains between these grains and the free surface of the alloy. The nanocrystalline structure might difficult the transition to martensite phase and move it to lower temperatures [11].

3.2. Thermal Analysis

In order to further clarify the transition temperatures and thermodynamic parameters (enthalpy, entropy) in Ni-Mn-Sn-Pd samples, we measured DSC cooling/heating curves in every composition (including the Pd free composition for comparison), as illustrated in Figure 3. These curves demonstrate sharp exothermic and endothermic peaks with restrained thermal hysteresis. These are indicative of a first-order phase transition, to martensitic (upon cooling) and, reversely, to austenitic (upon heating) [23]. The peaks observed in the DSC curves are rising from the heat associated with the martensite-austenite formation. One perceptibly notices the existence of small additional peaks, detected during both heating and cooling of Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{30}$Sn$_{10}$Pd$_{2}$. It is not due to the Curie transition (T$_{\text{C}}$) of the austenite [24] because there is a significant hysteresis. It is probably due to a secondary phase,
which subsidizes the transformation. Nevertheless, the absence of a second thermal process verified by XRD and VSM suggests that is minority and metastable. Such a behaviour was also reported by P. Czaja et al. [25].

It is found that the martensitic transformation of Ni₅₀Mn₃₆Sn₁₃Pd₁ sample is just below RT, while for Ni₅₀Mn₃₆Sn₁₄, Ni₅₀Mn₃₆Sn₁₄Pd₁, and Ni₅₀Mn₃₆Sn₁₄Pd₂ alloys it is much lower. This conclusion correlates well with the XRD analysis. The initial (start) and final (finish) transformation temperatures linked to austenite and martensite reversible formation were assessed from the DSC peaks. When comparing x = 0 to x = 1 and x = 0 to x = 2 alloys, the martensite start change is significant ΔMs = 14 K and 39 K, respectively. A more important ΔMs is found due to the substitution of 1 at. % Pd in the y = 1 alloy (Z site of the Heusler structure).

![Figure 3](image.png)

**Figure 3.** Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) scans of the direct and inverse martensitic transformation.

The martensitic transformation occurs when an extra amount of chemical energy surpasses the difference in Gibbs ΔG free energy between the austenite and martensite phases. Subsequently, a drop in Ms should be predictable when ΔG grows [26]. The thermal hysteresis provokes that in a temperature interval both Gibbs energies should be extrapolated. Likewise, from the calorimetric data, the entropy change (ΔS) can be determined by integration [27]:

$$\Delta S = \int_{T_s}^{T_f} \frac{1}{T} \left( \frac{dQ}{dt} \right) \left( \frac{dT}{dt} \right)^{-1} dT \quad (1)$$

The integrals were mathematically calculated, where dQ/dt is the heat exchange (Q is the area of DSC peak), dT/dt is the heating or cooling rate and Ts and Tf are the initial and final temperatures of the austenitic/martensitic transition. All the thermodynamic parameters (ΔH, ΔS) and characteristic
temperatures are collected in Table 1. $T_0$ is the thermodynamic equilibrium temperature defined as [28]:

$$T_0 = \frac{1}{2}(M_s + A_f)$$

(2)

To well recognize the impact of Pd substitution on the martensite phase transition, further insight into the e/a parameter for these alloys was analysed. In order to compute the e/a ratio, we take into account the electrons of the outer shells of each element constituting the alloy system. As reported in the literature [29], a linear relationship is expected between the structural phase transition and e/a value. Thereby, e/a and Ms have the same tendency and increase monotonically [30]. The higher the e/a, the higher the temperatures of the structural transformation. Ms raises with the substitution of Pd for Ni and Sn. Meanwhile, in Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{36}$Sn$_{14}$Pd$_x$ alloys, the impact of e/a can be discarded, as though Ni and Pd are both probably positioned in X sites of the Heusler structure.

**Table 1.** The austenite and martensite formation temperatures (As, At, Ms and Mf) and the thermodynamic parameters (enthalpy and entropy); (h) heating, (c) cooling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Ms/K</th>
<th>Mf/K</th>
<th>As/K</th>
<th>At/K</th>
<th>Td/K</th>
<th>ΔH/J g$^{-1}$</th>
<th>ΔS/J g$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni$<em>{50}$Mn$</em>{36}$Sn$_{14}$</td>
<td>194.09</td>
<td>182.75</td>
<td>198.89</td>
<td>212.75</td>
<td>203.42</td>
<td>(h) 1.573</td>
<td>(h) 0.0078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(c) 1.516</td>
<td>(c) 0.00758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni$<em>{50}$Mn$</em>{36}$Sn$_{14}$Pd$_1$</td>
<td>295.85</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>296.6</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>301.425</td>
<td>(h) 0.626</td>
<td>(h) 1.595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(c) 0.612</td>
<td>(c) 1.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni$<em>{50}$Mn$</em>{36}$Sn$_{14}$Pd$_2$</td>
<td>208.76</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>211.8</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>216.88</td>
<td>(h) 1.539</td>
<td>(h) 0.0035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(c) 1.332</td>
<td>(c) 0.0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni$<em>{50}$Mn$</em>{36}$Sn$_{14}$Pd$_3$</td>
<td>233.26</td>
<td>219.2</td>
<td>219.2</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>240.13</td>
<td>(h) 2.939</td>
<td>(h) 0.0122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(c) 2.994</td>
<td>(c) 0.0124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. **Magnetic Analysis**

The evolution of the magnetization versus temperature, M(T), of the samples (ribbon flakes) was measured with the ZFC, FC and FH approaches. The samples were firstly cooled down to 10 K in zero field. To obtain the ZFC magnetization curve, a magnetic field was applied to the sample and we measure the magnetization on heating with the field fixed. Later, the sample was cooled by applying the same field, and the FC (cooling) magnetization curve was obtained. Finally, the FH curve was obtained by heating the ribbon flake to 400 K (procedure described in reference [11]). The evolution of magnetization for all samples (measurements at external magnetic fields of 50 Oe and 50 Koe) are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Both FC and ZFC curves display information about reversible-reversible processes owing to the hysteresis of the forward and inverse martensitic transitions. The hysteresis determined by ZFC and FC is a representative feature of magnetic first-order structural transformation.

Figure 4 shows that the magnetization presents a thermal hysteresis at 194.09 K, 208.76 K, 233.26 K for x = 0, 0.1 and 2 respectively (selected temperatures are those of martensite start). As the temperature increases, a fast decrease in the M(T) curves near 310 K is observed, associated with the Curie temperature. This proves the existence of a ferro-paramagnetic transformation. The magnetic transformation is found in the temperature range corresponding to the austenite phase, Tc$^A$. It should be remarked that the martensitic transformation can appear at temperatures above or below the magnetic one [31].

More complex behaviour is shown in the y = 1 sample. Below the Ms temperature, the magnetization displayed a minor increase upon cooling, of around (2–6 emu/g). This proposes that the Curie transition of the martensite (Tc$^M$) occurs at temperatures below the martensite start temperature, whereas Tc$^A$ is close to 310 K. As their temperature T$_0$ is 301.425 K, the proximity of both transformations makes this alloy a good candidate for applicability near room temperature.
As for \((y = 1)\) Ni\(_{50}\)Mn\(_{36}\)Sn\(_{13}\)Pd\(_{1}\), the magnetization was not very clear we proceed to the same magnetization process by applying a larger magnetic field; 50 kOe. As is apparent, a high value of applied magnetic field is associated to a higher stabilization of the martensite [11].

The austenite to martensite transition moves to a higher temperature as increasing the external magnetic field, because more energy is needed to reach the martensitic state [32]. Figure 5 illustrates the Curie transition of the austenite, always around 350 K. The martensitic transition for all alloys is found below the Curie transition.

On reaching the Ms temperature, for all Heusler alloys, the magnetization accentuates a crucial drop. Thereafter upon extra cooling, we observe a quick growth at \(\sim 250\) K, which is symptomatic of the Curie transition of the martensite \((T_{CM})\).

![Figure 4](image.png)

**Figure 4.** Magnetization as a function of temperature (applied field: 50 Oe).
Henceforth, the magnetization sequence should undergo the order of $Tc^M < Ms < Tc^A$ [33]. Nevertheless, here, the martensite phase appears as weakly magnetic above $Tc^M$ and below $Mf$. Likewise, it can be observed that only Ni_{50}Mn_{36}Sn_{13}Pd_{1} shows $Ms$ around room temperature and $Tc^M < Ms < Tc^A$. Thereby, this alloy was considered to be the best candidate for magnetocaloric applications [34]. Furthermore, hysteresis cycles at 50 K are displayed in Figure 6 for all the Heusler alloys. These hysteresis curves clearly show the ferromagnetic soft ordering for all the ribbons. One may observe the magnetically soft character of austenitic phases from small hysteresis loops (low magnetic hysteresis, low coercivity) and the magnetically harder character of martensite phases (in the case of Ni_{50}Mn_{36}Sn_{13}Pd_{1}). This is consistent with the XRD analysis.

The austenitic phase has a soft ferromagnetic response. It is associated with its low magneto-crystalline anisotropy [34], due to the highly ordered crystallographic cubic phase. Likewise, the magnetic character of the martensite phase is usually accompanied by: (a) high magnetization of saturation (low fields) and (b) fast tendency to saturate. Several authors have seen the same behaviour, such as L. González-Legarreta et al. [32].
It is worth pointing out that the magnetic entropy changes in materials with MCE, the first-order magneto-structural transformations can be analysed from thermomagnetic scans under isofield or isothermal conditions. Isofield measurements inform us about: (a) critical temperatures and (b) hysteresis temperature width. Besides, isothermal scans lead to the computation of the isothermal magnetic entropy evolution (due to MCE), as expected from Maxwell relations.

In our case, isofield and isothermal data present a similar tendency and hence, ought to seem identical [35]. The isothermal measurements process consists of several well-known steps [34].

The full M-H hysteresis loops of Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{36}$Sn$_{14}$Pd$_1$ (alloy with structural transformation and Curie temperatures close to room temperature) were registered during both increasing and decreasing fields at several temperatures. This alloy was also selected because it is known that the variation of the total entropy of the martensitic transformation increases exponentially as decreasing the value of $T_{cA}$-$T_0$ difference [36]. For the sake of data clarity in this alloy, only those measured during increasing fields are shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Magnetization as a function of the applied magnetic field (isothermal scans) for Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{36}$Sn$_{13}$Pd$_{1}$ alloy.

The M-H curves demonstrate a sigmoid shape; as the temperature evolves, the magnetization follows a random order. A further rise in temperature causes a decline in the magnetization (found in isotherms between 305 and 340 K). This phenomenon is due to the second-order (ferromagnetic to paramagnetic) magnetic state change of austenite in the vicinity of T$_c$. One can remark that the magnetization does not get saturation even in a magnetic field of 50 kOe. As previously remarked, the Ni$_{50}$Mn$_{36}$Sn$_{13}$Pd$_{1}$ ribbon has a martensitic formation in the ferromagnetic state. This effect is recognized by the curvature of M(H) scans at the temperature interval where the martensite transformation occurs (T$_0$). Furthermore, the alloy unveils much-weakened magnetization of ~9 emu/g at 340 K with a rectilinear curve. This designates the presence of non-ferromagnetic nature and the predominance of paramagnetic nature at this temperature step [33].

The magnetic entropy change ($\Delta S_m$), is considered as a distinctive parameter of the MCE, and frequently is calculated by integration of the Maxwell equation [37]:

$$\left( \frac{\partial S}{\partial H} \right)_T = \left( \frac{\partial M}{\partial T} \right)_H$$

(3)

Yet,

$$\Delta S_m(T, H) = S_m(T, H) - S_m(T, 0) = \int_0^H \left( \frac{\partial S_m}{\partial H} \right)_T dH = \int_0^H \left( \frac{\partial M}{\partial T} \right)_H dH$$

(4)

We must note that $S_m(T, H)$ is the magnetic entropy (H and T fixed). Once we remove the magnetic field, we obtain the magnetic entropy $S_m(T, 0)$ at temperature T. The magnetization scans are executed with low T and H step intervals. In this circumstance; the numerical approach of the integral can be used:

$$\Delta S_m = \sum_i \frac{M_i - M_i + 1}{T_i - T_i + 1} \Delta H_i$$

(5)

where $M_i/M_i+1$ are the magnetizations at temperatures $T_i/T_i+1$, respectively. As seen in Equation (1), normally, in the ferromagnetic shape memory alloys, a large magnetization change is usually associated with a large $\Delta S$ [38].

Below Ms, as shown in Figure 8 $\Delta S > 0$ and, thus, exhibit an inverse MCE. The curves prove the apparition of a peak around the martensitic transformation temperature. Simply put, the inverse
effect happens when the transformation takes place between a high (both temperature and magnetization) phase to a low (both temperature and magnetization) phase [38]. The maxima in $\Delta S$ change is approximately 4.5 J/(KgK) for an applied magnetic field of 50 kOe. Likewise, $\Delta S$ moves to a negative value when $T > T_c$. Usually, $\Delta S$ is insignificant in this temperature interval since the magnetic transition is of second order and $M$ fluctuates over a wide range of temperatures if compared with structural transformation. The coexistence of both reversible transformations (direct and inverse) seems like a shortcoming of these systems, even though, positive and negative $\Delta S$ values can be complementary along a cyclic process. However, it should be contemplated as a beneficial profile in the development of materials and devices for MCE. If a suitable refrigeration cyclic process is assumed, there will be a chance to exploit both contributions to obtain cooling refrigeration [39].

![Magnetic entropy evolution as a function of temperature](image)

**Figure 8.** Magnetic entropy evolution as a function of temperature (magnetic field from 10 to 50 kOe).

Frequently, the Ni–Mn–Sn alloys are described as materials with a substantial $\Delta S > 0$ below $M_s$ [40]. This upshot is linked to the structural transformation that befalls in this system. This leads to a diminished magnetization. This is coherent with ab initio Ni$_2$MnSn analysis found in the literature [41].

A huge or insignificant value of ($-\Delta S_m$)$_{\text{max}}$ does not essentially inform us about the usefulness of the material for magnetic refrigeration. There are some quantitative parameters associated with the characterization of the magnetocaloric effect and its refrigeration capacity, as the relative cooling power (RCP). RCP is linked to the quantity of thermal energy that is transported between cold and hot sources in an ideal refrigeration cycle. The RCP parameter is calculated by numerical integration of the area under the $\Delta S_m$ ($T$) curve by applying the following expression [42]:

$$RCP = \int_{T_1}^{T_2} \Delta S_m(T) \, dT$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Otherwise, the RCP is also assessed as $RCP = (\Delta S_m)_{\text{max}} \times \delta T_{\text{FWHM}}$. In this study, the calculated (integration) refrigeration capacity value is 24 J/kg. Typical values found in the scientific literature for ternary and quaternary Ni-Mn-Sn based alloys range between 15 and 30 J/Kg [43]. Thus, Pd substitution in Z sites is an alternative to develop these alloys with improved magnetocaloric effect near room temperature by modifying the Pd content.

4. Conclusions

Several melt-spun Ni-Mn-Sn-Pd alloys were produced and analysed (martensitic transformation, magnetic behaviour and magnetocaloric effect). It was remarked that magnetic properties and the martensitic transition are sensitive to the Pd content, even in minor amounts. XRD
measurements prove that the structure is an L21 austenitic state when x = 1 and 2 (X sites of the Heusler structure, Ni substitution), and a modulated monoclinic martensitic structure with Pd substitution on the Z sites. The martensitic start temperature increases from 194 to 233 K, by means of the increase in the Pd substitution of Ni. Moreover, Pd replacement of Sn alters meaningfully the martensitic transformation to high temperatures from 194 to 295 K. The maximum value of isothermal magnetic entropy change (ΔSmmax) is 4.5 J/kg K for a field change of 50 kOe in the Ni50Mn36Sn13Pd1 alloy. This alloy has both structural and magnetic transformations near room temperature. Furthermore, a value of refrigeration capacity of 24 J/kg under 50 kOe was calculated. The possibility to shift characteristic temperatures with Pd content and the RCP value raises the chances to make this alloy (in comparison to other Ni-Mn-based alloys) a potential material to be introduced in magnetic refrigeration devices.
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